We found that the detailed time course of rivalrous perthat was present in the multivariate pattern of reception could be predicted with remarkably high accusponses to stimulus features, we could accurately racy from brain activity in each scanning run (Figure predict, and therefore track, participants' conscious 3A). Moreover, classification accuracy improved as patexperience from the fMRI signal alone while it unterns of activity across larger numbers of voxels in V1 derwent many spontaneous changes. Prediction in were taken into account and reached an asymptotic primary visual cortex primarily reflected eye-based value for around 20 voxels ( Figure 3B ). Activity from V1 signals, whereas prediction in higher areas reflected was sufficient to predict with up to w80% accuracy the color of the percept. Furthermore, accurate prewhich of two possible rivalrous percepts a participant diction during binocular rivalry could be established was experiencing at any one time. There were no differwith signals recorded during stable monocular viewences in predictive accuracy among signals from V1, ing, showing that prediction generalized across view-V2, or V3, but accuracy slightly increased to 85 percent ing conditions and did not require or rely on motor when signals from V1, V2, and V3 were combined. The responses. It is therefore possible to predict the dystriking precision with which the detailed temporal dynamically changing time course of subjective experinamics of conscious perception were captured can be ence with only brain activity. seen in Figure 3C , which compares true and predicted perceptual time courses for all participants. We examResults ined the output of our classifier around the time of perceptual transitions, and we found that when one of the When dissimilar images are presented to the two eyes, two percepts became perceptually dominant, the assothey compete for perceptual dominance so that each ciated pattern response was not transient, but instead image is visible in turn for a few seconds while the was elevated for a prolonged period ( Figures 4A and  other 
uli differed in at least three featural properties: their ocularity, color, and relative phase. Both color and ocularity are represented by neuronal activity in a spatially distributed fashion in early visual cortex, and this distribution has slight anisotropies [6, 7] that could give rise to analogous sampling biases.
Consequences of "Eye Swapping"
To investigate the nature of such sampling biases, we conducted a second "eye-swapping" experiment. Two subjects were exposed to rivalrous stimulation as before, but now the eyes to which the monocular colored stimuli were presented on each successive scanning run were reversed. This resulted in two complementary data sets: one in which a red grating was presented to the left eye and a blue grating to the right and one in which a blue grating was presented to the left eye and a red grating to the right. We trained classifiers with odd runs and tested their ability to predict perception on even runs in which the eye of stimulus origin had been swapped (see Supplemental Data). If classification was based on color alone, we reasoned that accuracy should be little changed in comparison to classifying and testing on the same data set because only the eye to which each stimulus was presented had been swapped and not its perceived color. However, if prediction depends on ocularity, then classification accuracy should reverse from above-chance to below- ence of color preferences in the majority of V3 cells, which, unlike V1, do not show strong monocular preferences [8] . [5] . In contrast to our successful predictions in early visual cortex, prediction based on signals from voxels in V5/MT was near chance level ( Figure 3A) . Prediction Prediction of Binocular Rivalry from Monocular with two more-conventional analysis techniques was Passive Viewing also very poor (see Figure 3A , "combined mean" and Our data could be taken to represent a simple form of "differential mean").
"mind reading," in which brain responses were suffiTo further investigate the predictive pattern recient to predict dynamic changes in conscious percepsponses, we computed for each voxel an index of how tion in the absence of any behavioral clues. However, much its response differed between the two perceptual so far our method has only accomplished mind reading dominance phases (for the training data sets). In many in the narrowest sense because we did not demonvoxels, the average fMRI signal intensity exhibited a strate generalization across different designs, stimuli, small but significant bias toward one of the two perand subjects. As a first step toward such generalizacepts ( Figure S1 ). This is in accord with recent studies tion, we hypothesized that it might be possible to preshowing that fMRI can be used to measure selective dict perception during rivalry on the basis of pattern processing for features, such as orientation, that are signals acquired during stable presentation of monorepresented at a subvoxel scale [ The figure also shows accuracy of prediction when classification was based on the signal averaged across all stimulus-driven voxels in V1, V2, and V3 ("combined mean"), revealing that accuracy of prediction was very low when the spatial pattern of responses was not taken into account (as would be the case for conventional voxel-based or region-ofinterest-based fMRI analyses). Accuracy was considerably better when signals were differentially averaged for all red-preferring and all bluepreferring voxels ("differential mean") and then entered into a 2-dimensional discriminant analysis. However, this did not reach the level of the full multivariate classification. This is presumably because in contrast to the differential mean analysis, multivariate pattern recognition takes the covariance between voxels into account and differentially weights each voxel by taking into account its "signal to noise" (SNR) level, whereas the differential mean analysis can be adversely affected by strong contributions from low-SNR (i.e., low-discriminating) voxels. All error bars represent the SEM. sive monocular viewing of each stimulus in successive locked-in syndrome [10] . Finally, we investigated the stability of prediction over time. When training and test runs. Remarkably, this "cross training" procedure was highly effective. Pattern responses to stable stimuli data sets were from the same subject scanned on different days, prediction accuracy was considerably were able to accurately predict the perceptual time course elicited by subsequent presentation of rivalrous lower than for within-session training and test. However, accuracy was still significantly above chance (Figdichoptic stimuli, 1, 2, 14-17] . Importantly, by discarding time-dependent information, these conventional prosual areas [22] . This discrepancy may reflect the stronger correlation of BOLD activity measured with cedures could not predict the rapid dynamics with which conscious states spontaneously change over fMRI with local field potentials rather than spiking activity [23] . However, it is noteworthy that we found that time. Recently, however, it has been shown that multivariate pattern recognition [1, 2, 14-17] applied to sigaccurate prediction from V1 activity reflected the eye of origin of the stimulus rather than the percept. This may nals from early visual cortex can be successfully used to predict feature-specific stimulus representations for suggest a reconciliation of monkey and human data if rivalry-related signals in V1 were not directly related to both visible [1, 2] and invisible orientation stimuli [2] . However, these studies examined only static and unconscious perception, but to eye-specific control of visual input, for example by attenuating input from the changing perceptual states during extended periods of stimulation, so it has remained unclear whether activity nondominant eye [24] . In contrast, we found that prediction in V3 was dominated by the color of the percept, in early visual cortex can also predict the dynamic and stochastically changing stream of conscious percepwhich might in turn point toward a stronger involvement of higher visual areas in encoding our conscious tion [3] . Our new data show that taking the full spatial pattern of brain responses into account, it is possible perceptual experience [22] . to provide a fully automated algorithm that predicts the ings are compatible with a large and growing literature
